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Abstract— Robotic fish is a biomimicking of a real-world fish 

being developed with a view to enable surface level cleaning of 

water bodies. The fish monitors the pH levels of the water that it 

is currently in. The fish has to perform the above two tasks yet 

exhibit a good stabilization. To establish a stabilized structure of 

the fish the right buoyancy and a low center of volume and mass 

has to be ensured. To bring in locomotion against the currents of 

the water and to enable enough propulsion to push forward the 

garbage collected requires the fish to produce adequate thrust. 

To transfer commands to the fish from the operator a suitable 

communication mechanism, a web socket accompanied by a web 

application on the transmitter side and a ESP32 on the receiving 

side enables one to send control signals which would in turn 

enable locomotion and surface level cleaning. To avoid any 

damage to the circuitry a suitable water proofing mechanism is 

adopted. With a view to accomplish the above stated objectives 

in developing a bio-inspired robotic fish the below review was 

conducted. 

Index Terms— Robotic fish, ESP32, bio-mimicking robotics, 

water pollution control and monitoring, pH level 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

nderwater robotics in the recent times has been an emerging 

field though it challenging. Bio-inspired robotics has a wide 

range of applications including marine environment 

monitoring, underwater pipeline detection, search and rescue 

machines and exploration of mines. For all of the above-

mentioned applications robot anatomy is considered to be 

important in terms of both behavior and energy consumption. 

Submarines are considered to be the most successful 

underwater vehicles but most of the essential features of bio-

mimicking like flexibility, maneuverability and energy 

efficiency. The efficient exploring of the underwater features 

and cover environment of the water body. Robotic fish would 

be a suitable agent for accomplishing the above objectives in 

the underwater environment. The tuna structured fish swims 

with high speed and efficiency and has the capacity to reach 

high speeds in a flash. The eel has a unique ability to swim 

through narrow gaps. Bio-mimicking these natural phenomena 

would help man-made robotic systems to improve their 

performance rather than the typical rotary propellor used in 

ship. The benefit of this method of bio-mimicking is that fishes 

adjust to hydrodynamics perfectly  

 

 

 

and also attracts researchers to study swimming mechanisms 

and body structures present in the environment. The 

propulsion and maneuvering of aquatic vertebrates are 

supported by an integrated propulsion system present within 

them. By adding momentum to the surrounding water and 

hence the under motions created by the same helps in 

providing forward thrust.  

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

[1] In general there are two types of modes in fish swimming 

that is Body-caudal fin and median fin propulsion, in which 

body caudal fin mode propulsion is implemented by tuna. 

Then it is classified into different types ununiform, 

anguilliform, subcarangiform, carangi modes. There are 3 

elements inside the body style, that is anterior portion, 

posterior portion, tail portion. Out of that the anterior portion 
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is rigid than the posterior half of the robotic fish. The pliability 

of the posterior portion that is inherent square measure usually 

safely unnoticed for the coming up with and analysis functions 

while not touching the dynamics of fish. The highest head 

would be producing exploitation images to detect and the 

materials based on that want to keep the weigh low and come 

through enough weight is polycarbonate. The coming up with 

of the posterior portion was bit different. The stalk or stem 

inside the water and also the caudal fin is merged up to the 

posterior body of fish that involve in thrust generation. From 

this it implies that the posterior half should be versatile in 

nature. Hence, the posterior body portion should be designed 

to fight against exploitation the compliant mechanism 

principles. The posterior portion of the body should be 

covered with a thick waterproof material which can then be 

sewn to get the desired form. this can be to create the 

waterproof material act because the skin of the fish. Usually, 

robotic fishes use servo motors to actuate the tail sections 

directly, instead have used a changing flexor-extensor 

mechanism compared with servo motors has been used here. a 

bit like the gear helps to keep an effect over the servo motors, 

that the flexor- skeletal muscle mechanism expects to permit a 

far better management and thus mobility of the bio galvanized 

robotic fish. 

 

   
Fig. 1: Design of a robotic fish 

 

[2] The stream cleansing robotic or Waste Hunter Surface 

golem could be a semi-automated robotic with three 

distinctive principal options, that square measure floor 

cleansing, purification procedure and water first-rate chase. 

during this section, there could also be associate degree proof 

at the procedure of the robotic and every one enters output 

(I/O) used. The robotic is semiautomatic manipulate robotic 

whereby the robotic could also be became on and off, makes a 

motion form the enter get pleasure from the person. Wireless 

entirely} altogether controller was used with WI-FI based 

totally oral communication protocol to speak among the 

person and therefore the robotic. The wi-fi entirely} 

altogether controller was applied in WI-FI based totally oral 

communication protocol to speak among the person and 

consequently the robotic. The faraway used is that the clever 

telecall smartphone apps known as (Blynk) digital button data 

input device. The Nodemcu microcontroller module is 

employed to interface unit among the person and consequently 

the robotic. there'll be various options at the cellular apps, 

digital data input device to switch the robotic, while the 

robotic is connected to the WI-FI module, initial button, the 

propellor manipulate (digital joystick) for the motion of the 

robotic. One device for chase the net records association 

among Blynk cloud and interface, virtual transfer to show on 

or off the motor pump and one digital gauge for records first-

rate chase (PH value) 

 
   Fig 2: The planning of the Waste Hunter Robot and 

                            Virtual Joystick 

 

The cleansing mechanism is stimulated from the Ro-Boat in 

which the cleansing device is floor cleansing. The idea is 

that the robotic will seize the waste at the floor and entice 

it. These robotic functions are not advancing mode in 

which it would not have any wise visionary as a way to 

discover and differentiate among waste or now no longer 

waste at the water floor. The device is tele-operated, in 

which the person was given to govern it and percent up the 

waste via way of means of controlling the robotic and 

entice it to the trapping unit. The robotic is brought on 

with a few extra functions, water purification device. The 

systematic use level filtering unit, on the number one level 

there will be sediment clear out, the sediment clear out will 

clear out the con-termination for you to be visible via way 

of means of the bare eyes. At the second one level the 

usage of carbon clear out will assist dispose of the heavy 

iron that consists of in the water as a way to amplify the 

usual and stabilize the water PH. Figures 1 and a couple of 

suggests the making plans of the Waste Hunter Robot and 

therefore, the Virtual Joystick. 

 

[3] The fundamental set up of this endeavor is to acknowledge 

the fish-like behaviors that have a four-joint golem fish tail 

capable of generate AN undulating motion. The golem fish 

might be capable of continually approximate the right 

swimming behaviors, that it realizes a fish motion. chiefly their 

area unit two kinds of manipulate ways which might be being 

implemented at the G assortment fish: A swim wave 

assortment of look-up table methodology and an 

approximated swim wave of servo manipulating methodology. 

The predominant project for G assortment golem fishes is that 

the frame deformation systems underneath the water stress as 

shortly as diving up/down. There area unit four servo cars 

connected at the facet of the tail phase for it to behave as four 

fish joints and there is a bendy water-proof PVC tube that is 

used as a result of the pores and skin of the golem fish to 

defend the servo cars from water. These sorts of mechanical 

form will generate varied swimming wave patterns. As there is 

a share of the water-resistant additives which could be just 

about eightieth of the whole fish frame, the threat of the water 

discharge is likewise high. The goals for the layout for the 

MT1 golem fish to swim in 3D, independent navigation and 

on-line finding out. MT1 particularly has parts: head field and 

joint linkage. the pinnacle field are often a inflexible water-

proof plastic field to cope with cars, a manipulate board, 

sensors (besides for infrared sensor), a wi-fi module and 

batteries. The joint linkage includes 3 plastic forums and 

fifteen silver shafts. MT1 is of very little length and 

autonomously managed golem fish designed at Essex recently. 

The novelty within the mechanical form of its tail cannot 

merely turn out ahead propulsion pressure but additionally, it's 

progressing to generate ok thrust to supply ascent/descent 

velocities with the assist of pectoral fins. it's capable of dive 3 

meters deep into the water. the strategy is advanced to point 

out to be viable and effective. it's a powerful platform for 

additionally on-line finding out during a dynamic setting. 

additional paintings might be focused at the web behaviors of 

the fish to find exploitation reinforcement finding out 
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algorithms to form the MT1 golem fish swim to be larger 

inexperienced and be capable of adapt to the environmental 

changes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Schematic structure of the MT1 robotic fish 

 

[4] Here we proposed approximately posture manipulate of 

biomimetic robot fish. In this robot fish gravity function may 

be modified via way of means of a barycenter adjustor, and 

this ends in the pitching perspective converting. Motion of the 

robot fish is propelled via way of means of a multi-hyperlink 

frame and a tail, and fish can entire the posture manipulate and 

3D locomotion. The locomotion and manipulate may be 

applied via way of means of mixture of 3 primary controls this 

is pace manipulate, orientation manipulate and pitching 

manipulate. Here we selected higher and found out mechanical 

shape and complexity robot fish for higher balance and 

locomotion. A water pump is used to alternate the quantity of 

water withinside the tank to alternate the density. A 

comparable technique is used to alternate the buoyancy via 

way of means of a piston, that could modify the extent of 

water. And those strategies make a use of the distinction 

among buoyancy and gravitation. The robot fish can circulate 

up and down vertically via way of means of utilizing the above 

technique. 

 

 
Fig.4: The descending (ascending)methods for the robot fish 

 
The fish actions up and down with converting pitch direction, 

its miles found out via way of means of transferring the 

interior weight, and this mechanism isn't laid low with the 

water flow. A robot fish with 4 hyperlink tail and barycenter 

adjustor is proposed. The tail simulates the locomotion of fish 

tail for propulsion. The robot fish tail is a key thing in 

carangiform propulsion mechanism. And a few researchers 

factor out the fish conduct that there may be a visiting wave, 

and which travels from the neck to the tail withinside the 

frame of swimming fish. The wave seems like curvature of 

backbone and muscle, reasonably growing the amplitude and 

it travels faster than ahead movement. Carangiform propulsion 

wave begins off evolved from the fish middle of inertia to the 

caudal hyperlink. The barycenter adjustor is used to posture 

the locomotion with the tail movement. After this a few 

experiments might be done to carry out with the robot fish to 

observe the connection among oscillating frequency and 

velocity. Experimental effects display the higher overall 

performance on sharpness and maneuverability of the robot 

fish.  

 

[5] The version for undulatory locomotion withinside the 

biomimetic underwater robotic fish is proposed on this paper. 

The expressions for the momentum and hydrodynamic 

pressure at the frame of the swimming robotic fish are 

primarily based totally at the concept of huge amplitude 

elongated frame and inviscent hydrodynamics, which can be 

coupled to inflexible frame  

 

dynamics to derive the kinematic and inviscent hydrodynamics 

the Swimming Robot Fish Dynamic Equation. Propulsive 

parameters, consisting of swimming pace, thrust, facet 

pressure and overall performance, may be received via way of 

means of fixing everyday differential equations. The outcomes 

of kinetic parameters of the frame curve and wake shape on 

those indexes are addressed to beautify swimming 

performance and we additionally gift the parameters of the 

proper frame curve and the variety of Strouhal. In this work, a 

multi joint biomimetic underwater robotic fish is efficaciously 

developed, characterized via way of means of the propulsion 

mechanism of the undulatory bendy frame. Via the wi-fi far 

flung manage, the automobile can very effortlessly behavior 

ahead swimming, fast turning, diving and rising. By the 

organic experiments of many marine animals, Fish 

performances have institutions with the frame curve of fishes, 

it's miles feasible to screen the frame curve of underwater 

robotic fish and via way of means of the technique of servo-

drives. Therefore, on the way to create the inner courting 

among swimming performance and the      underwater robotic 

fish frame curve, our institution constructs a dynamic version 

for underwater oscillating foils withinside the shape of 

mathematical expressions and investigates the dynamics of the 

locomotion of robotic fish. The manage techniques of the 

rotational pace and segment of the servomotors may be 

exactly calculated on the premise of the received foremost 

frame curve. Thus, swimming pace, propulsive pressure and 

performance may be stepped forward Effectively of the 

underwater robotic fish. 

                                                        

 
             Fig 5: The developed underwater robot fish 

  

The underwater robotic fish which has been created (proven in 

Fig5) is an AUV, which includes excessive-overall 

performance and multi-motive Plan outline, electricity unit, 

using equipment and manage unit. As a residing prototype for 

underwater robots, they selected Tuna fish Tunas are very 

simple, notably inflexible of their very own way. And swim 

with excessive pace and maneuverability for forebodies. 

 

[6] There has been developing publicity to, and issue about, 

infection of water withinside the international Yeah, recently. 
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Numerous forms of pollutants were produced through human 

beings a few are greater poisonous than others. Water 

infection Occurs When positive matters and the water is 

overloaded with positive matters and the Aquatic species are 

not able to hold up with their purification Accountability. 

Many species can also additionally die and others may 

additionally evolve. Just quickly, there are numerous types of 

water pollutants and sources. The recommended Robofish 

might try and lessen the distribution of water Pollution, which 

changed into formerly described. The assignment enables to 

Reducing fitness threats and thereby improving human fitness. 

The Robofish functions are: Detecting water infection and 

filing it to a server well, while it changed into discovered. 

Send all reviews through Wi-Fi to the authorities. Use the 

map to apprehend in which to go, accumulate samples, 

documents, and the area and identity of the samples 

Composition of Chemicals. Include more than one sensor for 

impartial navigation in and to have forms of sensors to   come 

across the actual international, to come across temperature, 

electric powered conductivity, pH (hydrogen ion 

concentration). Behave like a actual fish and appear like it. It 

consists of a mind that could be a Raspberry Pi 3, a small-

sized 200-MHz unmarried board computer. The water 

pollutants tracking tool has a wi-fi energy receiver IC. 

 

 
Fig 6: The Solid works designed 3D prototype of the Robot    

Fish 

 First, the robofish as a prototype changed into introduced. 

Every one Sensors have been attempted one after the other 

earlier than they have been all checked. Then they have been 

all connected to the Arduino together. And kits for Raspberry 

Pie 3. The actuators, generators, GPS, GSM and Modules 

have been examined first independently. Then, they all have 

been affiliated with the Rob fishing. Then the robofish 

changed into checked in water and the format to make sure 

that it swims below water without water, it changed into up to 

date to Floating or sinking and that it's far wholesome always 

Vertically and horizontally. Then the idea of the robofish 

changed into Solid works. They obtained a 3-D printer. Fig 

suggests the 3-D layout of a prototype designed the usage of 

Solid works. 

 

[7] This paper is worried with the layout of a robot fish and its 

movement manipulate algorithms. A radio-managed and four-

hyperlink biomimetic robot fish is advanced the use of a 

posterior frame and an oscillating foil as a propeller. The 

swimming velocity of the robot fish is adjusted via way of 

means of modulating joint’s oscillating frequency, and its 

orientation is adjusted via way of means of unique joint’s 

deflections. when you consider that a robot fish's movement 

control calls for Both fluid shape hydrodynamics and fluid 

surroundings dynamics. It could be very hard for the robotic 

to create a correct mathematical version that makes use of in 

basic terms analytical techniques. Consequently, the fish's the 

position of controlling movement is split into manipulate 

systems. A hybrid manipulate method contains on line velocity 

manipulate. fuzzy common-sense controller is primarily based 

totally at the orientation manipulate gadget. In a performed 

experiment, a manipulate set of rules is carried out and 

followed an overhead imaginative and prescient gadget to 

offer right remarks in Realtime. 

  

Fig 7: Top view of a robotic fish. (a) Prototype and remote 

regulator of a robotic fish. (b) Swimming of robotic fish 

versus real fish. 

 

The prototype robot fishes that we're currently designing is In 

Fig7 proven It is managed via way of means of a far-off 

controller this is proven, demonstrates that with a real carp 

fish it swims in a pond of water. The robot fish, as proven in 

Fig specifically Consists of manipulate unit (microprocessor 

on board + peripherals), touch device (receiver wireless), 

support (aluminum exoskeleton + head + forebody), actuation 

unit (four dc servomotors), accessories (battery, waterproofed 

skin, tail fin, etc.). 

 

[8] In this paper, we present the planning of a biomimetic 

robotic fish with a modular tail fin and analyze its 

performance. The robot system is experimentally 

characterized for various tail fin geometries by using a 

billboard hoc thrust measurement system. The static thrust 

produced by the vibrating tail is expressed in terms of 

oscillatory Reynolds number and compared with analogous 

findings in the literature. Nonlinear aroma of the propulsive 

tail is modeled using model analysis and results obtained from 

the study of slender cylinders in fluids. Hence this analysis 

allows for calculating the oscillatory Reynolds number in 

terms of the input parameters of a tail vibration. So due to 

these Free-swimming essays are performed to improve the 

performance and associate immobile thrust with terminal 

speed. This robotic platform presently being used in examine 

to improve common address of gregarious fish species. 

 

 

 
Fig 8(a): Biomimetic Robotic Fish 

 

The system comprises a biomimetric robotic fish and a 

remote-control unit. The robot consists of a rigid acrylonitrile 

butadiene styrene plastic body shell, tail section and cap. A 

caudal fin is attached to the tail section and is replaced with 

different size or shape to a produced thrust optimization. The 

body of the robot and its tail section are rigid links and caudal 

fin is tractable. A regulator is placed between the body and tail 
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section which acts as an active hinge between these two 

sections and state the angle between them. So as this angle 

changes the fluid induces the bending of a caudal fin, which in 

turn allows for propulsion. 

Wireless operation of a robotic fish is done through remote 

controlling which includes ambit, a joystick, chunk and a 

several switches, in additional a discretionary connection of 

the remote to computer which allows the use of GUI for 

control parameter selection.  

They presented an integrated modelling shell for reading the 

robot static thrust, scope of the beating tail, nonlinear 

modeling with experimental tacks. This sets of tools accounts 

for important hydrodynamic resemblant as damping and show 

their dependence on the oscillatory Reynolds. 

 

 
           Fig 8(b): Top view of Robotic fish and its tail 

 

The propulsion of the Robotic fish is achieved by rigid Tail 

section in which tail fin is attached to it. The constant thrust is 

produced through the tail features. For various tail features 

Billboard hoc experiment is setup. The number of tail 

movements is estimated by oscillatory Reynolds number. A 

rectilinear regression model for thrust of oscillatory Reynold 

number is shown in fig8(b). 

 

[9] To realize fish like propulsion and manoeuvring abilities of 

a robot, requires an understanding of muscle structure of a 

fish and its hydrodynamics way of mimicking. 

This paper is concerned with the robotic fish which is focused 

on design of a robotic fish to navigate in a 3D unstructured 

environment. To mimic the robotic fish, it depends on three 

aspects namely, Locomotion and hydrodynamics of fish, 

artificial muscle technology, detector-predicted control 

mechanism. Taking one of these concepts’ manmade keels and 

submerged vehicles mechanism is used to predict steady state 

hydrodynamics for achieving high stability and capability. The 

robotic fish relies on understanding the oscillatory movement 

of real fish, hydrodynamics and advanced control mechanism 

because to match the manoeuvring capability of real fish. 

There are two reaches of complexity of fish locomotion 

systems, that is swimming patterns of fish for propulsion and 

several behaviors for temperate features. Hence to realize real 

fish swimming behavior especially unsteady behavior as a 

sharp turning and fast incipiency, this paper mainly centered 

on undulatory BCF propulsion. 

 

 
                     Fig 9(a): Fin configuration of a Fish 

 

Fish flaunt a large variety of swimming behaviors that are 

generated by oscillatory movements of their fins as shown in 

fig9(a). swimming behavior depends on propulsion and its 

temperate features. 

The features of propulsion mechanism include some fish bend 

their bodies or caudal fin so each BCF propulsion may be 

divided into undulatory and periodical propulsion which 

includes anguilliform, carangiform, subcarangiform. In 

undulatory BCF propulsion, the propulsive wave during 

general movement of a fish it traverse in opposite direction at 

larger speed. 

 

 
 

               Fig 9(b): Hardware Configuration of Robotic fish 

 

In fig9(b) the control of robotic fish is hung on a 400Mhz 

Gumstix Linux computer responsible for sampling data from 

processing data, detectors, and packing signals and distributed 

into three interface servo control board. ADC board and 

detector board are for control purpose. The head part of 

robotic fish is waterproof and motors used is fenced inside it. 

The tail part of robotic fish is leakproof and scaled skin is for 

beautifying purpose. There are 10 enrooted detectors namely 

Gyroscope, voltmeter, infrared detector, position detector, 

pressure and current detectors this detector helps the robotic 

fish to determine its depth features like pitch angle of a fish 

and distance in front of it. Bluetooth and RS232 are used to 

communicate through external PC. 

This paper main aim is to make use of robotic fish in marine 

field, military employments analogous as delving deep fish 

behavior, canvas pipe blundering discovery etc. and look into 

further inventions like how to make the robotic fish more 

adaptive like real fish and its swimming behavior. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

A Robotic fish with a complete design and different control 

method is introduced in the above papers and follows the 

different designs in the robot with more torque and easily 
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balances the fish using buoyancy force and hydrodynamic 

force to travel forward and get the sine wave motion in the 

MATLAB as well. The locomotion and movement of the 

robotic fish includes a caudal fin which controls and actuated 

by a sensory interfaced circuit, servomotor and 

microcontroller algorithms. Future work is anticipated to 

incorporate the furthermore advanced adaptive control 

algorithm to control and actuate the motion of the robotic fish 

and different new design methods. 
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